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Abstract 

The paper presents an approach to optimizing the train timetable on a railway 
network using a multilevel optimization method. The development of a rational 
timetable has been carried out in two stages: (1) the computation of transport offer 
and (2) the physical construction of a timetable. Maximizing the number of 
passengers transported in direct relations, minimizing operating costs and 
minimizing the number of rolling stock required to operate the system is adopted 
at the first stage as an evaluation subcriteria. In a second step, maximizing profits 
from the introduction of the train on the route at a specific time is adopted. This 
approach is the basis and the next step will be implemented in the form of an 
optimization procedure using a hybrid algorithm: the A* search algorithm and 
Bees Algorithm. 
Keywords: multilevel optimization, computation of rail transport offer, train 
timetabling, A* search algorithm, Bees Algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

The movement of trains on the railway network, due to the need to provide the 
highest degree of safety, must be appropriately structured. This requires the 
determination of: 

– the sequence of trains on particular sections of railway lines, 
– the train journey times on individual parts of the railway lines and the spacing 

of times regarding both the open line and the station, 
– places for overtaking, crossings of trains and stopping, 
– types of train sets and their parameters to handle the assumed demand for 

transport, 
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– division of tasks between the railway undertakings, including the division of 
tasks between the various market segments of transportation needs. 

     It follows from the foregoing that the organization of railway traffic is 
a complex decision problem. Complexity is the result of many factors that should 
be taken into account. For this reason, among the research areas relating to the 
organization of railway traffic, the construction of a train timetable takes 
significant place. 
     A train timetable [2] is a basic element for the organization of transport services 
representing a railway operations plan, according to which the movement of all 
trains on the railway network or its parts takes place. A train timetable is prepared 
based on a graphic timetable, which is a graphical representation of the coordinate 
time t and way s trains on a particular section of the railroad. 
     The development of a rational timetable was carried out in two stages: 

1. computation of a rail transport offer where at first shall be determined 
the optimal courses of communication lines, and for each line shall be 
allocated the type of train set for the operation and frequency, 

2. construction of a graphic timetable, where all possible paths on a graphic 
timetable shall be designated and carried on a real train path chart. 

     Many models for the computation of a rail transport offer are described in the 
literature (Line Planning Problem – LPP) and the construction of graphic 
timetables (Train Timetabling/Scheduling Problem – TTP/TSP). The essence of 
the first problem is to search for the optimal courses of communication lines, for 
which is assigned the type of train set for handling. The second problem is the 
routing of trains on the graphic timetable. Classical mathematical models for both 
problems are described by Caprara et al. in [6]. Other researchers have applied, as 
optimization criterion, the process of rail transport offer computation, among 
others; the maximization of the number of carried passengers used for solving the 
branch-and-bound method [9] and integer linear programming [4]. As an indicator 
of the solution assessment quality the minimization of the operating costs was 
solved using integer linear programming [7] and the branch-and-cut method [12]. 
To compute a rail transport offer, which assumed a cyclical timetable the PESP 
(Periodic Event Scheduling Problem) method was used  [23]. The objective 
function was used to determine the minimization of interchanges between train 
sets for passengers [24]. Lagrangian relaxation and heuristic methods were used 
to solve this formulation. During the computation of the rail transport offer it 
should be remembered that the distribution of traffic flow on the railway network 
has been carried out taking into account the principles of the design of a 
proecological transport system [13]. 
     The process of construction graphic timetable has been divided into two groups 
of problems, the non-cyclic and cyclic construction of train timetables. In terms of 
the non-cyclic timetable many literature references show formalisms of Multi 
Integer Linear Programming. Decision variables describe the moments of 
departure and arrival of trains to particular operating offices, along with  
determining the sequence in which trains move. In some models the order of train 
departures from the first station is presented in the form of separable restrictions 
[25]. The solution of this problem was found by the branch-and-bound method. 
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Another developed model has the primary objective of realizing the execution of 
the plan and not optimizing the objective function [13]. The mathematical model 
described in [3] discretized  time into one-minute slots, and the solution was 
achieved by using the integer linear programming method. For the construction of 
the train timetable a model of machines scheduling was used (Job-Shop 
Scheduling Model) [18]. The formulation for the problem of graphic timetables 
was constructed using the tools of graph theory presented in [5]. 
     The construction of a cyclic train timetable is based on the model of PESP, as 
shown in [17, 23]. As an indicator of the solution quality assessment used among 
others minimization of waiting times by passengers and used to solve genetic 
algorithms [19]. For the PESP model also introduced the stochastic elements [16]. 
     All cited works concerned with the second phase of graphic timetable 
construction refer to a limited fragment of the railway network on which the 
experiments are conducted. There is no information on the use of the presented 
models to a larger scale of the problem, such as the area of the country, or even 
the district. 
     Research in a similar frame to that described in this paper was conducted by 
Albrecht [1]. He used a multilevel optimization method to construct train 
timetables for suburban railways. For the process of rail transport computation he 
used the classical mathematical model described by Caprara et al. [6]. As the 
criterion for optimality he used the cost approach and the solution was found from 
the branch-and-bound method. However, for the second phase of graphic timetable 
construction he chose only to designate the proposed departure hours from the 
initial station used for solving the genetic algorithm. 

2 Factors affecting on the process of designing the timetable 

The process of train timetable designing affect many factors. At the first stage of 
train timetable construction, (the computation of transport offer),  there are three 
groups of factors. The first group includes factors shaping the volume of need for 
transportation. It includes [15]: 

– population of the concerned area, 
– spatial arrangement of the settlement network, 
– the location places of, work, study, shopping malls, service companies and 

administrative centres, 
– the location of spas and areas which are attractive for tourists, 
– the system of economic governance, 
– intensity of cooperation in economy, science and technology, culture, etc., 

with other regions of the country and foreign countries, 
– the level of affluence of the society and the balance of free time, 
– attractiveness of the rail transport available (the level of quality of transport 

services and their prices). 
     The second group are the economic factors. The volume of rail transport on 
offer depends, inter alia, on grants awarded by the transport organizer in passenger 
transport, or on the size of the transport order by the client transmitting/receiving 
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freight. It is in the interest of the carrier that its activities should not generate 
losses, and instead only generate profits. 
     The third group are the technical factors. The shape of rail transport offer will 
depend on: 

– the number of rolling stock, which is managed by the carrier, 
– the capacity of rolling stock, 
– the length of train journey time, 
– type of traction, 
– etc. 

     The second stage of the train timetable construction process, (the construction 
of the timetable), is affected by many technical and exploitation factors. They can 
be divided into three subgroups: 

– factors dependent on the infrastructure and the infrastructure manage, this 
subgroup should include all factors generated by the infrastructure elements 
(their state, technical and exploitation characteristics, etc.) and factors forced 
by the infrastructure manager (rules, regulations, etc.), 

– factors dependent on the superstructure, this subgroup should include all the 
factors originating from the rolling stock and forced by regulations relating 
to the rolling stock, 

– factors dependent on the railway undertaking, this subgroup should include 
all factors related to the wishes and demands on the railway undertakings. 

3 The mathematical model of train timetable constructing 
(MKWRP) 

3.1 The assumptions 

Until now the organization of railway traffic problems were dealt with separately. 
The area for which the traffic organization was prepared was clearly defined (e.g. 
for single-track lines, where the number of tracks on the stations are infinite). 
Researchers also tried simultaneous optimization of communication lines and 
construction of train timetables on the one stage. However, as already mentioned 
in the first point, the second stage was limited to determining the departure hours 
from the beginning stations. New tools should be looked for that will facilitate the 
work of the organizers of railway traffic. 
     For the construction of train timetables on several aspects are mentioned in 
point one, one of the possible methods to use is multilevel optimization. This 
method consists of sequential decision making in a specific order [10]. Subsequent 
decisions must provide an optimal strategy relative to the state which is the result 
of the first decision, regardless of the initial state. Presented in this article is an 
approach which assumes a solution using  multi-level optimization methods. Point 
four presents the algorithm of method. 
     The KWRP (Graphic Train Timetable Constructing) model consists of two 
models. The first, the model MKOP (Model of Designing Rail Transport Offer), 
concerns the problem of computation rail transport offer. Its essence is the 
allocation of the type of train composition, their frequencies on the designated 
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communication lines and calculation of the traffic flow volume operated by routes 
of trains in direct relations. The second model, the model MKWR, (Physical 
Construction Train Timetable), refers to the physical graphic train timetable 
construction. A description of the two models is presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
     As indicators to assess the quality of solutions in the model MKOP use the 
following functions: 

– 
1( )f D – maximization of the number of passengers transported in direct 

relations, written in the form of expression: 
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– 
2 ( )f X  – minimization of operating costs, written in the form of expression: 
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where: k(tkat,c(po(tkat)),f(tkat,po(tkat)),okrdob) are the operational costs 

associated with the launch of the train on the route number tkat, which 
is supported by train composition of type c(po(tkat)) with the 
frequency f(tkat,po(tkat)) for a specified period of the day, 

– 
3 ( )f X  – minimization the number of different types of trains required to 

operate written in the form of expression: 
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An indicator of the quality assessment solutions used in the model MKWR 
function, which describes the maximization of profits related to the launch of the 
train on the graphic timetable on the arc, are written in the form of the expression: 
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where: p(lr(twr,poc(tkat))) is the profit associated with the launch of a train along 
the arc lr(twr,poc(tkat)) (the difference between the reference journey time 
of a train on the arc and real-journey time on the arc) written in the form of 
the expression: 

 

           , , ,kat w kat rz katp lr twr poc t t lr twr poc t t lr twr poc t   (5) 

3.2 Model of designing rail transport offer (MKOP) 

In the designing of transport offer in rail transport the problem is searching for 
optimal courses of communication lines and allocating them to the types of the 
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train sets and frequency. The objective is to maximize the volume of traffic flow 
transported in direct relations, minimize operating costs and minimize the number 
of train types which are necessary to handle the system. With the defined 
optimization problem the formulation of the task of computing rail transport offer 
will have the following form. 

For the data: 

,GK WK LK  graph showing the railway network, 

W K  set of numbers of operating control points and 
forwarding offices wk,  wk ∈ WK, 

LK  set of connections between operating control points and 
forwarding offices lk,  lk ∈ LK, 

OKRDOB  set of numbers of periods of day okrdob, 
okrdob ∈OKRDOB, 

KAT  set of numbers of segments of the demand for transport 
services kat, kat ∈ KAT (categories of trains), 

okrdob
katP  OD matrices (matrices of traffic flows between sources 

and destinations) developed for various periods of the 
day okrdob and various segments of the demand kat, 

 ,okrdob
katp wk wk  traffic flow in relation (wk,wk’) to different periods of 

the day okrdob and individual segments of demand kat, 

katT  set of the number of routes (communication lines) tkat, 
tkat ∈ Tkat, are particular categories kat, 

kattLK  set of edges representing routes with number tkat 

 kattPO  set of number of trains types po(tkat), po(tkat) ∈ PO(tkat), 

  kattc po  parameter specifying the capacity of the train set type 
po(tkat), 

  kattl po  parameter specifying the number of train sets of a 
particular type po(tkat), 

  ,kat katt tf po  parameter specifying frequency of train set types po(tkat) 
on route tkat,  

 kattlh  parameter specifying the number of running hours on 
route tkat,  

  ,kat katt ttp po  parameter specifying journey time of train set type 
po(tkat) along the route tkat, 

 ,wk kat  parameter specifying the average stop time at a node wk 
train of category kat. 

 
Shall be determined such that an assignment to routes tkat, the type of train set 
c(po(tkat)) and frequency f(tkat,po(tkat)) for a specific part of the day okrdob, so 
designate elements of the matrix X: 
       ,, , ,kat kat kat kat okrdobx t c po t f t po t 

 X     (6) 
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Designate the volume of traffic flow in direct relations on route tkat, between nodes 
numbered wk and wk’ in trains category kat, in a particular section of the day 
okrdob, to be written in form of matrix D: 
 
   ,, ,okrdob

kat kat okrdobd t p wk wk  D   (7) 

 
so that the global criterion function: 
 

   1 2 3( , ) ( ), ( ), ( )F f f fX D D X X  (8) 

 
reached extreme value under the following constraints: 

– resulting from the technical conditions: 
1) each route tkat category kat in each period of day okrdob should be 

supported by a train set, with a capacity c(po(tkat)), with frequency 
f(tkat,po(tkat)), 

2) the number of train sets of a particular type po(tkat) assigned to handle all 
potential communication lines tkat, the particular categories of kat during 
all periods of day okrdob, should be less than or equal to the number of 
train sets of particular type owned by the railway undertaking l(po(tkat)), 

– resulting from the transport of traffic flow: 
1) supply of places on the route tkat during the period of day okrdob should 

be greater than or equal to the demand for transport on a particular route 
pkat

okrdob(wk,wk‘), 
2) the volume of traffic flow which is to be transported in direct relations on 

the given line tkat should be less than or equal to the supply of seats on 
route tkat, 

3) the volume of traffic flow which is to be transported in direct relations on 
route tkat, the particular category kat, should be less than or equal to traffic 
flow to transport from node wk to node wk‘, 

4) values of decision variables with the interpretation of volume of traffic 
flow, which is to be transported in direct relation on the route tkat, should 
not take negative values. 

3.3 Model of physical construction train timetable (MKWR) 

The issue of the physical construction train timetable is the problem in searching 
for the actual train paths on the graphic timetable which will lead to the 
maximization of profits which result from the passage of a train on the route. 
Formulation of the optimization task for the physical construction train timetable 
will have the following form:  

For the data: 
WK, LK, PO(tkat), Tkat,  
f(tkat,po(tkat)), lh(tkat), l(po(tkat))    as the model MKOP, 

 kattPOC set of train numbers poc(tkat),
poc(tkat) ∈ POC(tkat), to launch on the route tkat,
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  katgw poc t  parameter specifying the leading hour for the
train poc(tkat), 

T W R  set of routes numbers twr, twr ∈ TWR, for
which the graphic timetable was created, 

     ,tw r tw r tw rG R W R L R graph used for the construction train
timetables, 

 twrWR  set of node numbers, wr(twr),
wr(twr) ∈ WR(twr), denoting hours of arrival
and departure on graphic timetable twr, 

       twr wk, twr, poc t wk, twr, poc tWR WRP WRO   (9)

  katwk, twr, poc tWRP  set of vertices denoting arrivals of trains
poc(tkat) to the vertices wk on graphic timetable
twr, 

  katwk, twr, poc tWRO  set of vertices denoting departures of trains
poc(tkat) from the vertices wk on graphic
timetable twr, 

  kattwr, poc tLR  set of edges denoting change of train state
poc(tkat) on graphic timetable twr, 

 WRA twr  set of departure moments from the first node on
graphic timetable twr, 

 WRB twr  set of arrival moments to the last node on
graphic timetable twr, 

  , katlrj lk poc t  parameter specifying the length of journey time
of the train poc(tkat) on the edge lk, 

  , katlrp wk poc t  parameter specifying the length of the train
poc(tkat) stop in the vertex wk, 

 lrns wk  parameter specifying the length of the station
time spacing in the vertex wk, 

  , katlrnsz lk poc t  parameter specifying the length of the open line
time spacing for the train poc(tkat) on the edge
lk, 

 lrsk wk  parameter specifying the length of the waiting
time in the vertex wk, 

   ,rz katt lr twr poc t  actual duration of the train poc(tkat) state
represented by edge lr(twr,poc(tkat)) on graphic
timetable twr, 

   ,w katt lr twr poc t  reference duration of the train poc(tkat) state
represented by edge lr(twr,poc(tkat)) on graphic
timetable twr. 

 
Determine the values of the decision variables, with the interpretation whether the 
edge lr(twr,poc(tkat)) placed on graphic timetable for the route twr relating to the 
train poc(tkat) is suitable, in the form of a matrix Y: 
 
    , katty lr twr poc 

 Y   (10) 
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that the criterion function: 
 

   
        

   
,

( ) , , max
kat kat

kat kat
poc t lr twr poc t

F Y p lr twr poc t y lr twr poc t
 

   
kat katPOC t LR twr,poc t
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reached a maximize value under the following constraints: 

– resulting from the technical conditions: 
1) initial vertex on graphic timetable twr – wra(twr) for the train poc(tkat) 

can only have one next vertex, 
2) for the intermediate vertex on graphic timetable twr – wr(twr), for the 

train poc(tkat), the number of previous nodes must be equal to the number 
of the following nodes, 

3) final vertex on graphic timetable twr – wrb(twr) for the train poc(tkat) can 
only have one previous vertex, 

– resulting from the behavior of safety: 
1) for each vertex wk, the difference between the arrival moment of the next 

train poc’(tkat) and the departure moment of train poc(tkat) must be greater 
than or equal to the length of the station time spacing, 

2) for each vertex wk the departure moment of next train poc’(tkat) must be 
greater than or equal to the departure moment of the train poc(tkat) plus 
the length of open line time spacing, 

3) for each vertex wk, which are places where trains can terminate and begin 
running, the difference between the departure moment of the next train 
poc’(tkat) – wra(twr,poc’(tkat)) and the arrival moment of the train poc(t) 
– wrb(twr,poc(tkat)) should be greater than or equal to that of the vertex 
wk. 

4 The algorithm of train timetable optimization method 
(KWRP) 

The third point of the paper presents a mathematical model of the train timetable 
construction. To construct a proper train timetable the multilevel optimization 
method is used. In this method the tested process is divided into different steps. 
The transition between stages is associated with taking up an appropriate decision. 
Regarding these assumptions to the described article problem, the algorithm of 
construction train timetable method will look as follows: 

– STEP 1: definition and parameterization of the railway network, 
DECISION: designation of the proposed trains routes of each category in a 
selected area of the railway network, 

– STEP 2: determine the shortest trains routes of each category on a selected 
area of the railway network, 
DECISION: assignment of the traffic flow for transport on each route in an 
appropriate period of the day and assignment of the type of train set for the 
task (route) in a specified period of the day and frequencies based on the type 
of assigned means of transport at the time of the day, 

– STEP 3: computation of rail transport offer, 
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DECISION: generating of a graphic train timetable and applying ideal train 
paths on them, 

– STEP 4: determine the ideal train paths on the graphic timetable, 
DECISION: determination of the real train paths on the graphic timetable, 

– STEP 5: construct a train timetable. 
     The first stage and the second refer to the first stage of construction of the train 
timetable – computation of the transport offer. On the other hand the fourth and 
fifth stage refer to the physical construction of train timetables. The third stage is 
common to both phases of construction. 
     Taking the first and third decision is related to using a search of the shortest 
path in the graph algorithm - the A* algorithm. The purpose of the A* algorithm 
is to optimize the sequence of searched nodes. This algorithm calculates the 
Euclidean distance of a chosen node from the target and adds it to the current 
designated shortest distance. The nodes of the lowest total distance are visited first. 
Thus, the A* algorithm analyses the smaller number of nodes and usually is much 
faster than other solutions [8]. In the case of the first decision - for a given and 
parameterized area of the railway network, the A* algorithm will search the 
shortest paths between a pair of vertices, which in matrix P (matrix OD) is loaded 
by traffic flow. In the case of the third decision - the A* algorithm will have the 
task to find all the shortest paths on the graphic timetable. Edges will be 
characterized by train journey times through the edge.  
     The second and fourth decision will be connected with using the Bees 
Algorithm, which is one of the larger group of swarm algorithms [20]. Like many 
other solutions concern to the group of swarm algorithms, it imitates the 
mechanisms that occur in nature, this method is often used with NP class problems. 
In the case of Bees Algorithm the mimicked mechanism of nature is the way in 
which the searching of food is carried out by honeybees. In the case of the second 
decision the role of the Bees Algorithm will be in the distribution of traffic flow 
on the railway network and optimization of partial criterion functions. In the case 
of the fourth decision Bees Algorithm will be responsible for maximizing the value 
of profits associated with the transition of a train on the real route. 

5 Summary and conclusions 

This paper presents an approach to optimize the train timetable on the railway 
network using multilevel optimization method. This approach is the basis for 
further work on the problem of train timetable construction. It will be implemented 
in the form of the optimization procedure using the A* algorithm, and the Bees 
Algorithm. Implementation of the procedure will be the subject of the next article. 
     The application of approach using multilevel optimization method allows for: 

1) eliminating manual search of communication line courses, which is 
applicable in Polish conditions, 

2) eliminating operations of manual trains pathing on the graphic timetable. 
     Moreover, the proposed approach allows the use of the so-called hybrid model 
consisting of the model (MKOP) computation of transport offer enabling the 
determination of communication line courses, the type of rolling stock which 
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support the system, the frequency on a given line and a model of the physical 
construction train timetable (MKWR), allowing train pathing on the graphic 
timetable. It has been shown that this approach allows many factors to be taken 
into account that influence the final shape of the timetable. 
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